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SUMMARY 
Testing of ADC�s differential nonlinearity (DNL) by histogram method requires signal generator with extremely low 

distortion and high stability of the parameters. The new type of stimulus signal has been proposed, which achieves mentioned 
requirement. The studied testing signal has exponential form and is generated by discharging of the capacitor through known 
resistance. Besides precise signal shape the generating circuit could be ideally connected at the input of the ADC under test 
without interfering coupling with other instruments. The acquired digital samples from the output of ADC under test allow to 
determine the best fitted exponential signal by proposed three parametric method. The histogram from registered samples 
and that for the best fitted exponential shape allow to determine the differential nonlinearity DNL(k) for any code level k. In
order to test each code level with similar number of samples the exponential shape was split into subparts. The acquired 
DNL(k) for each subranges are being fanfolded over the whole ADC input range. The proposed method has been 
experimentally verified for the ADC embedded on microcontroller ADuC812 where the testing results were compared by 
standardized methods. 
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1.  INDRODUCTION 
 

Differential and integral nonlinearity (DNL and   
INL) of the Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC) 
are functional parameters, which describes deviation 
of actual A/D transfer characteristic from the ideal 
one. A dynamic testing method using histogram 
assess the distribution of the acquired samples for 
known stimulus signal, carrying information about 
actual DNL(k) of ADC under test. Well known 
feature of this approach is reduced testing time 
compared with static methods. On the other hand, 
the high accuracy of stimulus signal generator, 
comparable with accuracy of a DC calibrator is the 
dominant weakness of the dynamic testing in 
statistical domain. Various approaches have been 
proposed in the literature [3], [4], [5] which allow to 
overcome the mentioned problem. Interfering input 
voltages of various origin and thermal noise tend to 
equalize the code bin width W(k) in the ADC under 
test and hides DNL(k) errors in the histogram shape. 
The only parameter which displays this undesirable 
�dithering effect� is effective number of bits which 
is coming down in spite of improving value of the 
differential nonlinearity. For the mentioned reasons 
the testing stand besides high accuracy of the 
stimulus signal shape requires extremely high 
reduction of the electromagnetic interference 
generated on the ground wires. This covering effect 
uplifts the testing results in comparison with the real 
DNL(k) values. 

Reduction of the interfering and noise voltages 
generated over the impedances of the ground wires 
could be achieved easily by the generator powered 
independently from ADC under test and other 
instruments installed at the testing stand. The star-
like connection of the grounds is the necessary 
condition for optimal suppression of the interfering 
sources. 

The classical histogram test method utilizes 
harmonic test signal with extremely low distortion as 
the source of testing signal. Implementation of band-
pass linear filter with high quality allows to reduce 
spectral impurities caused by non-linearity of testing 
generator and noise of the output amplifier. The 
optimal calibrating voltage is that, which is supplied 
from proper electrochemical source and connected 
star-like at the ground terminal of the ADC input. 
The histogram testing method requires testing 
voltage to be time dependent and exactly 
determined.  

The new method of testing signal generation is 
described in the paper, represented by the voltage of 
discharged capacity through known resistance. The 
advantages of such signal are represented by 
closeness of real signal shape to the ideal one and 
the easy circuit implementation which is ideally 
decoupled from the common supply source. The 
acquired digital samples from the output of ADC 
under test allow to assess best fitted exponential 
shape. The histogram obtained from this flux allows 
to estimate the real code bin width W(k) and the 
differential nonlinearity DNL(k) for any code level. 
 
2.  GENERATION OF STIMULUS VOLTAGE 
 

Generator of the stimulus signal connected to the 
ADC is shown in Fig. 1. Testing voltage is generated 
by the parallel RC circuit disconnected from the 
independent supply voltage UST by a magnetic relay. 
After switching off, the capacitor C is discharged by 
the resistance R in parallel with the ADC input 
resistance RIN. The input current IIN of the ADC 
generates on the input resistance RIN offset voltage 
Uoff. The offset voltage represents the bias value of 
the stimulus signal. The initial glitches of the 
exponential shape caused by the magnetic relay are 
avoided by the shifted origin of the accumulated 
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samples from the output data flux, just after the end 
of transition process. The caused time jitter does not 
impact the shape of the best fitted exponential shape. 
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1b. 

The differential nonlinearity of ADC under test 
is estimated from the histogram of registered 
samples using well known formula  
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where Pid(k) is the number of occurrences of each k 
for ideally exponential shape of stimulus signal. 
Pact(k) represents the actual number of output codes 
with the digital value equal to k. Ideal shape of the 
discharging calibration voltage is  
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The ideal value of occurrence of output samples 

Pid(k) with code bin k has been determined for 
exponentially shaped stimulus by  
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where UST, and Uoff are known from the Fig. 1b. 
Sampling frequency is fS. The Q is ideal code bin 
width defined according to [2]. 

The ideal shape of the stimulus signal is 
unknown. The standardized methods utilize three or 
four parameters fitting algorithm for the estimation 
of testing harmonic signal parameters [1], [2]. 
Similarly, the parameters of the exponential input 
signal could be identified by the three parametric 
fitting procedure from the acquired data flux 
modified for this particularity.  

Let us consider a data flux of M time samples 
registered in the vector form Y=[y(1),y(2),..y(M)]T.  
The criterial function for least square method, which 
has to be minimized, is 
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Moreover the value 2 contains the quantization 

noise power. Three parameters A, B, H characterize 

the optimal estimate of stimulus signal at the input 
of ADC. The constant H is the inverted time 
constant normalized to the actual value of the 
sampling frequency. Optimization procedure is 
based on minimization of partial derivations 

2 2 2
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constants A, B, H. The determination of the 
parameters A,B,H could be performed iteratively. 
Normalised exponential shape for i-th estimate of 
the inverted time constant H(i) is represented by 
matrix D(i). I-th estimate of the coefficients A(i) and 
B(i) is represented by the vector X(i). The input data 
flux is described by vector Y. 
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The criterial function (4) in the i-th iteration step 

expressed in the matrix form is 
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The proposed iteration algorithm is similar to 

that utilized in the four parametric estimation of the 
harmonic function parameters [1], [2]. The initial 
assessment of the coefficients X(1)=[A(1),B(1)]T is 
obtained in the first iteration step using the 
theoretically expected value H(1). The i-th iterate of 
the coefficients in vector X(i) are calculated for the 
minimum of the squared differences 2.  
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The coefficient H(i) in the vector D(i) for the 

next iteration is chosen by gradient optimization 
algorithm with aim to minimize 2. The procedure is 
finished after I-th iteration when | 2(I) - 2(I-1)|  
0.01. 

The approximated shape allow to determine ideal 
occurrences for the condition of the k-th ideal code 
bin width equal to Wid(k) = Q.  
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Fig. 1a  Circuit generating exponential stimulus signal   Fig. 1b  Equivalent circuit 
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The final calculus of DNL(k) is calculated from 
(1). 

Exponential stimulus signal is characterized by 
the same drawback as harmonic one caused by the 
different occurrence of output samples for each code 
level k. The equality of the code bin k occurrence is 
being achieved when the duration of the input 
voltage across every code bin width W(k) will be 
similar. This goal is being achieved by the splitting 
of the ADC full range into some subparts, Fig. 2. 

The partial subrange is tested by the stimulus 
signal with different time constant RC. The 
sequences of output data are banded in such manner 
that the adjacent code bin ranges are tested by two 
stimulus signals with two time constants. They will 
be chosen in such a way to have approximately 
identical duration of stimulus signal in the range of 
every code bin width. Advantage of such method is 
proportionality of the uncertainty in the histogram 
measurement and less demand on the total number 
of samples M required for obtaining sufficiently high 
occurrence with the investigated code value k. 
 

 
3.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The proposed method has been experimentally 
verified for the ADC embedded on microcontroller 
ADuC812 [7] where the testing results were 
compared by standardized methods. Fig. 3 shows the 
generated subparts and calculated shapes of DNL(k) 
by (1). Every subpart has been identified by the 
proposed fitting method. Testing stand with 
generator circuit is shown in Fig. 4.  

 

 

Buffering amplifier on the front end causes 
additional nonlinearity and disables testing 
occurrences of some first codes near to ground. For 
these reasons, the buffering amplifier was 
disconnected and testing signal was applied directly 
to ADC input. The discharging resistances for single 
subparts for M=105 samples are presented in Tab. 1. 

The measured DNL(k) subranges for each 
exponential subpart has been seamed into the final 
shape for all input voltage ranges. Experiments were 
performed for exponentially shaped signals without 
input buffering amplifier, Fig. 5a). Their counterpart 
Fig. 5b) is the shape of the integral nonlinearity 
calculated by integration formula: 
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Number of samples M = 100000 
VST=2,5V 
Without buffering amplifier 
C=9.3 F 

Codes R[ ] 
4094-2994  
3020-2237  
2250-1292 3M9 
1310-577 1M8 
600-152 820k 
172-59 680k 
70-5 390k 

 
Tab. 1  Resistances in the discharging circuit 
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Fig. 4  Setup for exponential wave testing  in 
position without buffering amplifier 

Fig. 2  Dividing of the full-scale range into 
more parts 

DNL 

Fig. 3  Generated exponential subparts and 
measured DNL(k) from the histogram of output 

data record

Fig. 5a  Differential nonlinearity of ADuC812 by 
exponential testing 

 
Fig. 5b  Integral nonlinearity of ADuC812 by 

exponential testing 
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The obtained results were compared with the 
testing results using standardized histogram method 
[2] by harmonic stimulus signal (Fig. 6).  

From this reference ADC testing the results of 
DNL measured by the proposed and standardized 
method are similar. The calculated INL(k) 
accumulates testing uncertainty and the distortion of 
input amplifier and it shows the contribution of an 
additional circuit to the total nonlinearity of stimulus 
signal generator. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.  CONCLUSION 

The authors proposed the new and simple 
histogram method for dynamic testing of ADC 
differential nonlinearity based on exponential 
stimulus signal. Because of low slope of the testing 
signals, the measured differential nonlinearity is 
close to the values estimated by the static testing 
method. Proposed exponential testing signal is easy 
to generate with required accuracy. Moreover the 
circuit generating such stimulus signal is ideally 
decoupled from any interfering sources and control 
computer at the testing stand. The idealized test 
signal is approximated from the ADC output flux by 
best fitted exponential function. The fitting 
algorithm is iterative, similar to the known four - 
parameter estimation of best fitted harmonic 
function. The comparison of the proposed testing 
method with standardized histogram method for 
harmonic stimulus signal shoved good coherence. 
The proposed testing approach has good traceability 
with the standardized static testing method or quasi-
static histogram testing method with low-frequency 
harmonic testing signal. The bottleneck of the 
proposed method is the situation represented by low 
input voltage, where high values of capacities are 
required. Authors are solving this disadvantage 
using coherent acquisition of periodic exponential 
shape generated by electronically switched RC 
circuit. The dielectric absorption of discharging 
capacitor could distort the expected exponential 

stimulus signal shape. Increasing number of assessed 
samples allows to reduce the confidential interval for 
estimation of measured histogram. Because of low 
voltage slope, the proposed histogram test is being 
close to the static testing method. 
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Fig. 6a  Differential nonlinearity of ADuC812 

obtained by the standardized histogram test 

 
Fig. 6b  Integral nonlinearity of ADuC812 calculated 
from the DNL(k) tested by the standardized histogram


